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Figure 1: 3DMovieMap is an interactive route viewer system for multi-level buildings. A) The system uses an equirectangular 
movie recorded in a multi-level building. B) The system constructs a movie map by estimating camera positions via visual 
SLAM and detecting foors. C) Users select some waypoints on the foor maps. D) The system then calculates the shortest path 
that visits these points and generates a navigation movie along the path. 

ABSTRACT 
We present an interactive route viewer system, 3DMovieMap, which 
generates and shows navigation movies walking through multi-
level buildings, such as a science museum, airport, and university 
building. Movie map systems can provide users with visual cues 
by synthesizing navigation movies based on their inputs of routes. 
However, existing systems are limited to fat areas such as city 
areas. We aim to extend Movie Map to generate navigation movies 
for multi-level buildings. The 3DMovieMap system generates a 
movie map from an equirectangular movie via a visual Simultaneous 
Localization and Mapping technology. Users select waypoints on 
the foor maps. 3DMovieMap calculates the shortest path that visits 
these points and generates a navigation movie along the route. We 
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created four movie maps of buildings and asked two participants 
to use our system and provide feedback for further improvements. 
We will be releasing an open dataset of equirectangular movies 
captured in a science museum. 
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• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Multi-level buildings such as shopping malls, airports, and museums 
have large and complex structures. Thus visitors often get lost in 
such buildings and have problems fnding their way around public 
buildings [3, 12]. When people learn a route, they recognize visual 
landmarks around the route and/or create a cognitive map of the 
environment [2, 24]. Thus, previous works have proposed route 
viewer systems that present the users with both a map and visual 
cues that consist of photo streams [6, 10, 11, 14, 31] or a navigation 
movie captured along the route [4, 14, 34]. 

As a route viewer system, researchers have presented Movie 
map systems, which allow users to watch navigation movies along 
any route they choose [5, 17, 18, 27, 28, 32, 35]. Movie map sys-
tems generate a navigation movie along the user-selected route 
by connecting and switching multiple movie sequences captured 
in the environment. These systems map movie sequences on a 
two-dimensional (2D) map and estimate the positions of intersec-
tions where switch movie sequences by using metadata (e.g.,Global 
Positioning System (GPS) information [17]) or computer vision 
technologies (e.g.,visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 
(SLAM) [27, 28] or feature matching [18]). Unlike 2D environments 
such as city areas, which were the target of the existing movie 
map systems, multi-level buildings have overlapping foors. In such 
three-dimensional (3D) environments, if a system maps movie se-
quences on a 2D map like existing systems, the system can not 
detect intersections properly and fail to connect movie sequences. 
Thus, existing systems can not be introduced in multi-level build-
ings. 

This work presents 3DMovieMap, an interactive route viewer for 
multi-level indoor buildings. As a setup, the system frst estimates 
the camera positions and orientations from an equirectangular 
movie by using Visual SLAM. The system then identifes the cap-
tured foor and generates a movie map by judging whether the 
camera paths intersect on each foor. Finally, we manually align the 
generated movie map on the existing foor maps. When visitors use 
the system, they select some waypoints they want to visit on the 
movie map. The system then automatically generates the shortest 
path that visits all selected points by using Dijkstra’s algorithm. 
Finally, the system generates a navigation movie along the path 
by connecting multiple equirectangular sequences and extracting 
their perspective views. For generating smooth turning views, the 
system adjusts the orientations of the perspective views so that the 
camera orientations of the sequences at the connection point are 
matched. 

In this work, we prepared four movie maps of public buildings, 
an international airport (terminals one and two), a science museum, 
and a university building. We asked two participants, including 
a user and a staf of the science museum, to use our system and 
collected their feedback about our system. They generally agreed 
that 3DMovieMap allowed users to easily learn their path even in a 
multi-level building, and the quality of turning views was enough 
to grasp the path. They also provided suggestions for improving 
the system and introducing it to the science museum. In addition, 
we will be releasing an open dataset of 8K equirectangular movies 
captured in the science museum. 

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Movie Map 
The movie-map system is a route viewer system that generates 
navigation movies by connecting and switching multiple movie 
sequences at the correct position [5, 17, 18, 27, 28, 32, 35]. While 
many other route viewer systems can provide users with navigation 
movies along pre-captured routes only, movie-map systems can pro-
vide movies along any route that users choose on the map. For gener-
ating a navigation movie, these systems used panorama images [17], 
frst-person view movies [18], equirectangular movies [27, 28], or 
photo streams from Google Street View [5, 32, 35]. Existing systems 
aligned multiple images or movies on a 2D map using GPS meta 
data [5, 17, 32, 35], feature matching [18], or visual SLAM [27, 28]. 
Sugimoto et al. proposed a visual SLAM-based Movie Map sys-
tem [27, 28]. The system generates a movie map from equirectan-
gular movies taken along streets in a city. The system localized 
frames of the movie on the 2D map based on the results of a visual 
SLAM [29] and then detected intersections. The system synthe-
sizes turning views at detected intersections by blending the same 
oriented perspective view extracted from the two equirectangular 
movies. Since these systems mapped movie sequences on a 2D map, 
these systems can not detect intersections correctly in 3D structured 
environments such as multi-level buildings. To introduce a movie 
map in such 3D structured environments, we propose 3DMovieMap, 
which identifes the foor on which each movie sequence was cap-
tured based on the results of visual SLAM and detects intersections 
for each foor. 

2.2 Difculties in Multi-level Environments 
When people learn a route, they often construct a cognitive map 
of the environment to avoid getting lost [21, 30]. When the envi-
ronment has a 3D structure, people construct multi-level cognitive 
maps [15]. However, such a multi-level cognitive map potentially 
has errors, especially when foors overlap and the route contains 
z-directional movement (e.g.,going up/down a stair or riding an 
elevator) [3, 8, 12, 15, 16, 20, 22]. In such situations, people often 
get lost their position and orientation. One way to learn a route, 
besides constructing a cognitive map, is to recognize visual land-
marks [2, 24]. Hirtle et al. showed that presenting visual landmarks 
is useful for understanding the spatial structure of the environ-
ment [24]. In this study, we target multi-level buildings (e.g.,an 
international airport, a science museum, and a university building), 
where it is difcult to learn a route. We propose a movie map sys-
tem that can provide a navigation movie and visual landmarks in 
3D-structured environments. 

3 3DMOVIEMAP 
Our main goal is to introduce a movie map system in multi-level 
buildings, such as airports and museums. The use case scenarios of 
our system are as follows: 

• Building staf members capture an equirectangular movie 
while walking through as many routes as possible in the 
building. Then, they generate a movie map of the building 
by using our method. 
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Figure 2: Overview of 3DMovieMap. 

Table 1: Buildings where we captured equirectangular 
movies. 

video length total numbers of foor 

Science Museum 18:21 5 
International Airport, Terminal One 12:16 3 
International Airport, Terminal Two 14:50 3 
University Building 14:58 4 

• The movie map system is placed in the building (e.g.,at the 
entrance and near escalators or elevators). Visitors select 
some waypoints of interest on the interface and see the 
navigation movie generated by the system for learning their 
route. 

Figure 2 shows an overview of 3DMovieMap. In the following 
sections, we will frst describe how to set up 3DMovieMap from 
an equirectangular movie captured in a multi-level building (Sec-
tion 3.1). Then, we will describe how to use the system and how to 
generate a navigation movie (Section 3.2). 

3.1 Preparing 3DMovieMap 
3.1.1 Input: Equirectangular Movie. We captured equirectangular 
movies (8K, 60FPS) to construct a movie map and generate a naviga-
tion movie. We attached a monopod to a 360-degree camera (Insta 
360 Pro2) and held it above our heads while we walked around 
environments. In this work, we captured equirectangular movies in 
four environments (Table 1). Fig. 7–Fig. 10 show the foor maps of 
each environment with the scale. To allow the system to generate 
smooth and natural navigation movies, we considered the follow-
ing points while capturing equirectangular movies: 1: the paths 
of multiple movie sequences should cross at each intersection; 2: 
the paths are as orthogonal as possible at intersections; and 3: the 
camera is at a constant height. 

3.1.2 Estimating Camera Pose and Detecting Floors. We estimate 
the relative camera positions (p� = (���, ���, ��� )) and orienta-
tions (o� ) for each frame (�� ) of the equirectangular movie us-
ing a visual SLAM [29]. We then calculate the average of Δ��� = 
|��� − �� (�−1) | as �Δ�� . When Δ��� > �Δ�� , we judge that the 
frame (�� ) was captured while going up/down a stair, otherwise 
while walking a foor. For frames determined to be walking a foor, 

Figure 3: Synthesize turning views. 

we apply k-means clustering to estimate the number of foors for 
each frame. We manually give the value of � (i.e.,total number of 
foors) for each environment. 

3.1.3 Constructing and Aligning a Graph. For each foor, we con-
struct a graph. We frst map the 2D positions of each frame ((���, ��� )) 
as nodes (�� ) and connect �� and ��−1 as edges. Then, we insert 
a new node where the edges intersect. Finally, since visual SLAM 
estimates only relative camera positions, we manually map the 
graph onto the existing foor maps of the environment by aligning 
some key nodes, such as nodes of intersections or corners. 

3.2 Using 3DMovieMap 
3.2.1 Generating a Navigation Movie. After users select some way-
points they want to visit on the graph (Section 3.2.3), the system 
calculates the shortest path around each point in the order selected 
by the user by using Dijkstra’s algorithm. For each frame along the 
shortest path, the system extracts perspective images in the walking 
direction from the equirectangular movie. Since the system uses 
equirectangular movies, the system can extract perspective images 
looking in the opposite direction from the walking direction. The 
system generates a navigation movie that moves in the opposite 
direction by playing perspective images looking in the opposite di-
rection in reverse. The feld of view (FoV) of the perspective images 
can be changed by users (default values are horizontal FOV = 120 
degrees and vertical FOV = 90 degrees). 

The system synthesizes the turning views for each intersection as 
shown in Fig. 3. When sequences A and B cross at an intersection, 
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the orientation of the perspective view at the intersection is in 
between the walking directions at A and B. For generating smooth 
turning views, the system adjusts the orientation of the perspective 
view using � frames approaching the intersection. In this work, we 
set � = 180. 

3.2.2 Adaptively Fast-forwarded Navigation Movie. The system 
plays a fast-forwarded navigation movie at speed specifed by the 
user. Previous works have presented route viewer systems that 
fast-forwarded navigation movies while keeping scenes turning in-
tersections played at the original speed [4, 13]. Such adaptively fast-
forwarded navigation movies are efective for recognizing the route 
quickly. Thus, the system also adaptively fast-forwards navigation 
movies as follows: Let �� be the degree of walking direction at �� . 
The system plays �� at the original speed if |��+90 − ��−90 | > 60, 
otherwise fast-forwards at speed specifed by the user. 

3.2.3 Details of User Interface. Fig. 4 shows the layout of 3DMovieMap.
The system has two modes: 1) Main Mode, which shows a naviga-
tion movie (Fig. 4–9) and the map of the foor (Fig. 4–1) selected by 
the user (Fig. 4–2); and 2) Floor Map Mode, which shows all foor 
maps of the environment (Fig. 4–1). 

Users select some waypoints they want to visit by clicking nodes 
on the foor map with a mouse. The selected waypoints are also 
displayed on the timeline (Fig. 4–8), and the user can change the 
order of the selected waypoints by dragging and dropping the 
icons on the timeline. As shown in Fig. 4–8, the timeline highlights 
sequences that are played at the original speed. The highlighted 
timeline is also visualized on the foor map (Fig. 4–1). 

After the system generates a navigation movie, users can start 
(and pause) the navigation movie by pushing a button (Fig. 4–3). 
As shown in Fig. 4–4 to 4–7, the system contains some buttons 
for clearing selected waypoints, changing playback speed at three 
levels (original, fve times, and ten times faster), changing two 
modes (Main mode and Floor map mode), and loading another map. 

4 EQUIRECTANGULAR VIDEO DATASET OF A 
SCIENCE MUSEUM 

This work captured equirectangular movies in four environments 
(Table 1). Among them, we will release equirectangular movies 
taken at the science museum as an open dataset on the web site of 
the science museum1. This dataset is freely available to anyone for 
research purposes. This dataset consists of three types of equirect-
angular movies. 1) Exploring the whole museum: This movie 
was captured while walking through the whole area of the museum 
that is accessible to visitors (the frst, third, ffth, and seventh foors). 
This video was used for our 3DMovieMap (Table 1, Fig. 11–A). 2) 
Exploring each exhibition area: These movies were captured 
while walking through the exhibition area on the third and ffth 
foors (Fig. 11–B). 3) Exploring each exhibition: These movies 
were captured while walking through the inside of each exhibit 
(Fig. 11–C). The total number of exhibitions is 16 (the third foor 
7 and the ffth foor: 9). For all equirectangular movies, we pre-
pared four types of movies featured combinations of with/without 
stabilization and two resolutions (4K and 8K). 

1https://www.miraikan.jst.go.jp/en/research/AccessibilityLab/ 

 

This dataset has two unique points. First, The science museum 
has distinctive architecture as a part of its exhibitions. For exam-
ple, a circular walkway (Fig. 6–B) goes around a globe-like display 
(Fig. 6–A), and escalators are in an open-air stairwell that goes 
from the frst foor to the seventh foor (Fig. 6–D). Equirectangu-
lar movies that capture such distinctive architecture might be an 
interesting resource for computer vision research such as visual 
SLAM [29]. Second, the movies captured various objects such as a 
dome-shaped theater (Fig. 6–C), a rocket engine (Fig 12–A), and a 
scale model of the ISS living quarters (Fig. 12–B). High-resolution 
movies that capture these unique objects can be used for computer 
vision research such as 3D reconstructions and view synthesis [19]. 

5 PRELIMINARY STUDY 

5.1 Procedure 
As a preliminary study to collect feedback on the system for im-
proving our system, we asked a user (P1, Female, 30 years old) 
to use the system. We also asked a museum staf member of the 
science museum (P2, Female, 31 years old) to provide feedback on 
our system from the perspective of facility managers. P1 has not 
visited all of the buildings for which the 3DMovieMap was created. 
P2 is familiar with the science museum, but she has not visited the 
international airport buildings and the university building. We frst 
provided an overview of the study and described the interface (10 
minutes). Then, we asked participants to watch navigation movies 
by using the system (about 20 minutes). We did not specify paths for 
viewing navigation movies, and participants were free to operate 
the system and watch navigation movies. Finally, we conducted a 
semi-structured interview session for about 30 minutes to receive 
qualitative feedback. Specifcally, we frst asked the participants 
about the advantages and disadvantages of our system. Then, we 
asked for suggestions to improve our system. 

5.2 Results 
Participants generally agreed that the system allowed users to learn 
their path in a multi-level building easily: A1:“Since I may lose my 
orientation in public buildings, I may not be able to fnd the direction to 
the destination even if I look at the map of the buildings. For example, 
when I reach the foor where my destination is located by escalator or 
stairs, I may not know in which direction my destination is located. The 
system allowed me to learn the path visually. So I can understand the 
correct direction easily. The quality of the turning views was enough 
to grasp the path.” (P1); and A2:“Our museum has introduced google 
map street view service. When comparing the service, the system 
allowed us to generate a course to walk over most spots in the museum 
more easily and grasp the overview in a shorter time. In addition, it 
was easier to understand the 3D and vertical structures such as the 
connection between foors (the circular walkway).” (P2) In addition, a 
museum staf member also agreed that the system could be helpful 
for museum visitors: A3:“The simulated walk is helpful to fnd new 
places that interest visitors.” 

P1 (a user) suggested enabling the system to highlight visual land-
marks in the generated navigation movies to improve the system: 
A4:“When I walk in public buildings, I look at some visual landmarks, 
such as signage, stores, and objects, to determine which direction to 
go. So, when the system shows a turning view, how about highlighting 
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Figure 4: 3DMovieMap interface. 

Figure 5: 3DMovieMap interface (examples). 

such visual landmarks in the video, rather than simply slowing the 
video down? For example, the system can zoom in on a landmark 
or draw a rectangle to emphasize it.” P2 (a museum staf member) 
provided the following suggestions for introducing the system in 
their museum: A5:“The current system generates the shortest path, 
but it would be good to prioritize routes we would like visitors to walk 
through. For example, in our museum, visitors can move between the 
third and ffth foors via the circular walkway or an escalator. Unless 
it is a very long way, we want them to walk the circular walkway. In 
addition, I think it would be good to avoid taking the route that users 

have already watched so that visitors can see more paths and contents 
of the museum.” ; and A6:“It would be nice if the system slowed the 
video down when moving near an exhibit and generated a movie with 
the camera pointed in the direction of the exhibit (rather than in the 
walking direction).” 
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Figure 6: Examples of equirectangular movies in our dataset. The science museum has distinctive architecture and exhibitions 
such as a circular walkway (B) that goes around a globe-like display (A), a dome-shaped theater (C), and escalators in an open-air 
stairwell (D). 

6 DISCUSSION 

6.1 Efectiveness of 3DMovieMap in Multi-level 
Buildings 

Participants reported that 3DMovieMap were useful for learning 
their path (A1) and grasping the 3D/vertical structures of the envi-
ronment (A2). They also agreed that the quality of turning views 
generated by our system was enough to grasp the path (A1) and 
allowed us to grasp the overview of the path shorter time than 
Google Street View, an interactive panorama images viewer system 
(A2). The museum staf member (P2) expressed a favorable opinion 
of introducing this system to the museum because the simulated 
walk with the system is helpful in fnding new places that interest 
visitors (A3). 

6.2 Future Work: for more Practical System 
In the experiments, we received some suggestions for improving 
the system. First, although the system adaptively fast-forwards 
the movie while slowing the video down at the intersection, P1 
suggested that the system can highlight visual landmarks, such 
as signage, stores, and objects, in the movie at the same time as 
slowing down (A4). For example, visitors at public buildings can 
fnd their way by referencing signage that shows directions toward 
points of interest [7, 9]. In addition, the museum staf member (P2) 
suggested generating a navigation movie with the camera pointed 
in the direction of the exhibit (A6). Future solutions may consider 
combining visual landmarks information presented by building 
managers’ annotation or signage recognition technologies [1, 23, 
33] and movie trimming algorithms that automatically control a 
virtual camera within an equirectangular movie [25, 26]. 

Second, P2 commented that the path generation process that 
calculates the shortest path could be improved to provide users with 
a path that walks that the building manager would like visitors 
to walk through (A5). While the system defnes the cost of the 
edges of the movie map based on the relative position estimated via 
visual SLAM and calculates the shortest path by using Dijkstra’s 
algorithm, the cost can be set adaptively. For example, we can set 
the cost of the building’s main streets lower and boring paths with 
nothing to see higher. In addition, we plan to automatically update 
the costs of the routes based on the user’s past navigation video 
viewing history (i.e.,the cost is set higher for routes that users have 

viewed in the past and lower for routes that they have not viewed 
yet). 

7 CONCLUSTION 
We proposed an interactive route viewer system, 3DMovieMap, 
that aims to provide users with navigation movies along any route 
they choose in multi-level buildings such as a science museum, air-
port, and university building. The system frst estimates the camera 
positions and orientations of an equirectangular movie using visual 
SLAM and detects the foors of each frame based on the results 
of the SLAM. The system then generates a 3D structured movie 
map by detecting intersections for each foor. When users select 
some waypoints they want to visit on the interface, the system 
calculates the shortest path that visits all selected points. Then, 
the system generates a smooth navigation movie along the path 
by connecting multiple equirectangular movie sequences and ex-
tracting perspective views while controlling the camera angle to 
match the angles of movie sequences at the connection point. We 
constructed four movie maps of public buildings (a science museum 
two international airport terminals, and a university building) and 
asked two participants, a user and a science museum staf member, 
to use the system. They generally agreed that 3DMovieMap allowed 
users to easily learn their path even in a multi-level building, and 
the quality of turning views was enough to grasp the path. In the 
future, we will extend our system based on the feedback from the 
participants and conduct a user study to evaluate its efectiveness 
in learning routes in multi-foor buildings. For example, we have 
plans to highlight visual landmarks in the navigation movie and 
recommend a path based on the contents of the foor or the user’s 
past navigation video viewing history, except the shortest path. In 
addition, we will be releasing an open dataset of 8K equirectangular 
movies captured in the science museum. 
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Figure 7: Floor maps of the science museum. 
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Figure 8: Floor maps of the international airport, terminal 1. 

Figure 9: Floor maps of the international airport, terminal 2. 
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Figure 10: Floor maps of the international university building. 
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Figure 11: Routes where we recorded equirectangular movies in the science museum. 

Figure 12: Examples of the exhibitions captured in our dataset. 
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